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COUNCIL FREES PAY INCREASES
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Both Sides

RAISING THE TOLL on the credit card payments presents another step in the continuing drive to reduce the college’s budget. Today’s finance committee met to discuss the matter.

Psychiatric District Approved

By NORMA TENDERS

The Oklahoma City Council took quick action today on the Caddo County Psychiatric District, which was approved by the state legislature earlier this year.
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National Briefs

**End-The-War Bill Defeated**

The Anti-War Bill passed the House Wednesday night, but was defeated in the Senate. The bill would have ended all U.S. ground troops in Vietnam within six months and all U.S. air attacks on North Vietnam. It was voted down by a margin of 50 to 42.

**F-111s Go To Southeast Asia**

The F-111 strike aircraft, designed to attack both land and sea targets, is now being sent to Southeast Asia. The F-111s will be used to support ground forces and provide close air support.

**Reps Call For Vietnam Terms**

Representatives called for a settlement of the Vietnam War, urging both sides to negotiate a peaceful solution.

**Pentagon Disputes Muzzle Change**

The Pentagon has disputed a change in the concealment of the muzzle of a Viet Cong weapon, saying it is not a significant change.

**Election Jobs In Jeopardy**

As the election approaches, many jobs in the government are at risk. The administration is cutting back on many programs and jobs may be eliminated.

**Release POWs Fly To Peking**

A group of POWs, who have been held in Communist prisons, were released and flew to Peking. They will be held in a prisoner exchange agreement with the United States.

**CACC**

The Citizens' Action Committee for Community Change has been formed to work towards community change and improve the quality of life for everyone.

**Baggett**

A new business called Baggett has opened in the city. It specializes in home improvements and has a showroom displaying a wide variety of products.

**Crash Kills Baby Girl**

A baby girl was killed in a car crash. The parents are devastated and are seeking answers as to what happened.

**EPA Head To Star**

The Environmental Protection Agency is sending its head to a Star, a small town in the state. The agency is there to assess the environmental impact of a proposed development in the area.

**Wages**

Putnam

**U.S. Ambassador Escapes Death**

The U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations, Mr. Putnam, was in danger of being assassinated but escaped safely.

**Putnam**

Mr. Putnam, a seasoned diplomat, has been in a series of dangerous situations in recent years. He is known for his diplomatic skills and ability to navigate through difficult situations.

**Acrylic sweater knit pant sets**

1050

**JCPenney**

We know what you're looking for.

JCPenney

**Hall Rips Waterway Proposal**

Senator Hall has strongly criticized a proposal to build a waterway across the state. He believes it would be a waste of money and would not benefit the community.

**PHIPPS APPLIANCE CENTERS**

Closeout Sale Of Discontinued Nationally Advertised

---

**AM/FM STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM**

With Built-in Speakers. Complete AM/FM Radio Receiver, Compact Speakers and One 6-1/2 in. Subwoofer Speakers

**SAVE $100**

**NOW ONLY $179.55**

**AM/FM STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM**

With Built-in Speakers. Complete AM/FM Radio Receiver, Compact Speakers and Two 6-1/2 in. Subwoofer Speakers

**SAVE $71**

**NOW ONLY $528**

**25 in. Flush Mount Stereo Speakers**

**SAVE $296**

**NOW ONLY $699**

**Complete AM/FM Stereo System**

**SAVE $300**

**NOW $1,295**

**Sears, Roebuck & Co.**

Complete AM/FM Stereo System with 25 in. Speakers, Compact Receiver, Compact Speakers and One 6-1/2 in. Subwoofer Speaker.
Couples Say Vows In Formal Settings

Paris Collections 'Most Expensive Show On Earth'

Classes In Ancient Art To Begin Here...
Tai Chi Boom Sweeps Across U.S.

ABWA Chapter To Hear Talk On Federal Reserve System

OK! Vacation Is Over...
Now, Let's Get Back Into Shape!

Foot Powder Stops Squeaky Shoes

'Childless' Couple Blames Each Other

Dr. Brothers... Jealous Mate Fantasizes Love Of Wife

Medical Wires Set Fashion Show

Foot Powder Stops Squeaky Shoes

External Activity...Internal Quiet

No Model, no matter how physically attractive and healthy she looks, is going to remain glamorous in a room filled with cigarette smoke, according to Beauty Councils Winds of the West, Inc., a New York, New York-based organization. The council points out that although formal indoor settings can be outdoors for a while longer, the effects of secondhand smoke can be detrimental to one's health and attractiveness.

'The beauty of the room is that it takes the wind out of the sails of any model who wants to be glamorous,' said one council member. 'No matter how much she may want to be the focus of attention, she simply can't be.'

The council recommends using foot powder to stop the squeaky sound of shoes in public places. The powder is available in different fragrances and can be applied to the bottom of shoes before they are worn.

'Childless' Couple Blames Each Other

'Is the childless life really what it's cracked up to be?' asked Helen, age 32, of New York, New York. She and her husband, John, 35, have been trying to conceive a child for two years. 'We have everything we need in the way of finances and health, but we just can't seem to have a baby,' Helen said.

John, a financial advisor, said that while he and Helen have discussed the possibility of adoption, they are not considering it. 'We just want to have our own child,' he said.
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Remarriageable Men Prefer Independent Women

5 Say Not Guilty
Hearings Set In Dog Fights

Kids Lake
To Receive Cleaning

Kissinger
Extends Talks

To Touch the
WORLD

Gold, Trade Plan Praised

Business Briefs

Police Chief
Will Discuss
Litter Laws

PORTLAND
To Portland—Continental offers the only daily direct service. Call your travel agent or Continental Airlines at 232-2341.

SEATTLE
To Seattle—Save with the only low Economy fare. Just $100. Call Continental Airlines at 232-2341 or your travel agent.
Cowboys' Beall Likes The Competition

Foster Wins On KO In 14

Langston Ace Setting Dizzy Pace

Canadians Even Series

City Driver Nabs Sweep

Sand Suffocates Boy

Midwest City Drug Raids Net 4 More

'Love Story' To Air Sunday

Court Gives Fourth Delay

Ecuadorian Sets Lecture

Press Box
No Haven For Baccus
Brewers Edge Red Sox, 6-4

Giants Ice Astros, 5-2

Sooners Tops In Everything

OU Works On Defense

Bennett Nabs Rushing Lead

Williams To Retire?
Tom Wants A Rematch With Glover

By Al Eschbach

Tom Brovkin (S50), the leader of Oklahoma's great offensive line, cheers the path of Dave Bobo.

It was Thanksgiving night. Tom Brovkin, handlebared a place at 201. Tom attached a tape from the house for a little while. We went to 201 and put the place because he could put it right.

The night was warm and mellow. The moon was hanging high and the stars were shining bright. Tom Brovkin, handlebared a place at 201.

Tom Brovkin is the leader of Oklahoma's great offensive line. He is a big man, a powerful man, a man who can take care of himself.
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**Tigers Carrying 1-1 Record**

**New Faces Lend Depth At Clemson**

Clemson has been a team that has been missing key players due to injuries and suspensions. However, they have managed to carry a 1-1 record into the upcoming season. The team has been able to fill in the gaps with new faces that have added depth to the roster.

**Sooner Defense Also Sparkling**

While Oklahoma's defense has been expected to be strong, the Sooners have been surprising everyone with their performance. They have managed to shut down some of the top offenses they have faced so far. The defense is expected to continue to be a key component of the team's success this year.

---

**knit suits with 2-way stretch comfort**

**2 for $100 52c each**

A FANTASTIC BUY on fabulous knit suits. And knit means no-sewing, wrinkle-resistant comfort. You can't do better than this in sport coats with your slacks. The 2-way stretch gives you the comfort, the shape, the look you want. Blue, Red, and Black. For both of you. knit suits with 2-way stretch comfort to save you time and money.

---

**Sears**

---

**Sears**

---

**Sooner Defense Also Sparkling**

TOM WRIGHT Executive Sports Editor
Sons Bring Back Dads' Glory Days

Joe Knows When To Go Long

NEW YORK (UPI) — The national title game
seemed to be about to begin.

There are times you can’t
bring in a man like Hyatt
for the moment.?
Terry 'At Home' In Poke Secondary

By GERRY BUCKMA

"I just wish I could get in on the fun," said Mike Terry, a sophomore from Lincolnton who has made a valuable contribution to OSU's defensive secondary.

Terry worked at corner back in a game last week against Missouri, where he had limited action. "I really wanted to get in on the action," he said. "But I didn't get a chance."

Terry said he had a good view of the game and that he was able to contribute to the team's success. "I was on the sideline watching the game," he said. "I thought I might have a chance to get in, but I didn't."
Why Not Get Tax On Wagers?

STAFF PICKS

LA MANGA: The Nag's Nile

NEW YORK: Raya Yess

StaFF FOOTBALL Predictions

If You Care Enough To Drive

BRANDS YOU CAN TRUST


PROVE OF THE FLEET — The 1973 Chrysler Imperial features four-door hardtops, a long list of engineering refinements and extra toughness that make it one of the world's true luxury cars. Emphasis is placed on safety, comfort, and security of discriminating passengers.

See The Complete Line Of '73 Chrysler-Plymouth. Now On Display, "If You Really Care See Us First!"

STAN LITTLETON

Chrysler-Plymouth-Impala

ACROSS THE TRAIN FROM THE TINKER SPREAD

7525 S.E. 29th
Midwest City

737-6621
Staubach's A Morton Booster

By MILTON DULMANN

Roger Staubach was signed by the Dallas Cowboys in 1968, and he became the quarterback of the team after Roger Waters was traded to the Houston Oilers. Staubach's performance was remarkable, and he led the Dallas Cowboys to the Super Bowl in his first season. His talent and leadership were evident from the beginning, and he quickly became a fan favorite. His success continued throughout his career, and he is considered one of the greatest quarterbacks in NFL history.

Staubach was a talented quarterback with a strong arm and excellent field vision. He was known for his ability to read defenses and make quick decisions, which allowed him to throw accurate passes and make intelligent cuts. His leadership on the field was also a key factor in his success, as he was able to motivate his teammates and make adjustments on the fly.

Staubach's contributions to the Dallas Cowboys were immense, and he helped lead the team to numerous Super Bowls. His legacy continues to be celebrated, and he remains a revered figure in the NFL.

Contenders Emerge In OCCAC Title Race

By N. T. WHEELER

The OCCAC title race is heating up, with several teams vying for the top spot. The top contenders include the Oklahoma City Community College (OCCC), the Eastern Oklahoma State College (EOCS), and the Southeastern Oklahoma State University (SOSU).

OCCC has a strong record this season, with a 7-1 overall record and a 3-0 conference record. They have been led by quarterback Mark Johnson, who has thrown for over 2,000 yards and 20 touchdowns.

EOCS is also a strong contender, with a 6-2 overall record and a 3-1 conference record. They have been led by running back Tyler Johnson, who has rushed for over 1,000 yards and 10 touchdowns.

SOSU is another team to watch, with a 5-3 overall record and a 3-1 conference record. They have been led by quarterback John Smith, who has thrown for over 2,500 yards and 24 touchdowns.

These teams are all playing at a high level, and the OCCAC title race is shaping up to be a thrilling competition. It will be exciting to see which team emerges as the champion and takes home the OCCAC title.

TG&Y

We moms want the best for our kids, and we want to give them the best possible experience when they shop. That's why we have partnered with Midland to bring you the best possible products for your kids. Our family centers are stocked with the latest and greatest in electronics, and we have a wide selection of products to choose from. Whether you're looking for a new TV, a computer, or a tablet, we have it all. And with our 30-day return policy, you can be sure you're getting the best possible product for your money. So stop by our store today and see why TG&Y is the place to go for the best in family entertainment.
Football Big Business To Many

By GEORGE PAPAS

The biggest news every fall is the early fall recruiting campaigns. These campaigns are the lifeblood of college football programs. They involve millions of dollars in scholarships, with the top programs spending $15 million or more on football. The recruits are the future of the sport, and the programs are always looking for the next big star.

The recent scandal involving a former assistant coach and a former player has cast a shadow over the sport. The NCAA has stepped in to investigate, and the future of college football is uncertain. The coaches are under pressure to produce wins, and the recruits are under pressure to prove themselves.

Despite the challenges, college football remains a popular sport. The games draw large crowds, and the networks pay millions for the rights to broadcast them. The coaches and players are paid handsomely, and the schools are cashing in on the commercial value of the sport.

But the cost of doing business is high. The coaches and players are under pressure to prove themselves, and the schools are under pressure to produce wins. The sport is facing a crisis of confidence, and it will take time to恢复.

Some Drills Deflate The Marginal Player

(Continued from Page 1)

wouldn't be the lone survivor among the nine or 10 expected to see action this fall. With the departure of several position players, the team is in need of new blood. In addition, several players have been dismissed, including a few who were expected to see significant action.

Gray has not been immune to criticism, but he remains a key player. Gray is known for his work ethic and his ability to learn quickly. He has shown the ability to adjust to new positions and to play multiple roles. Despite his youth, Gray is expected to be a leader on the team.

Gray's development is important for the team's future. With the departure of several key players, the team is in need of new blood. In addition, several players have been dismissed, including a few who were expected to see significant action.

The team is in need of new players, and Gray is expected to be a key part of that effort. He has shown the ability to learn quickly and to adjust to new positions. With the departure of several key players, the team is in need of new blood.
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The team is in need of new players, and Gray is expected to be a key part of that effort. He has shown the ability to learn quickly and to adjust to new positions. With the departure of several key players, the team is in need of new blood.
Edmond Ace Earns Honor

Robert Heller

West Coach Is Honored

Ray Harris, Big man in Normans attack.

Flowers Top Area Scorer

Ronald Flowers, quickly
HOMER
Loans
FAST, FRIENDLY SERVICE
PONCA CITY

WHERE THE
EXCITEMENT
IS...

TOM WRIGHT IS

Tom Wright. Journal sports editor, sure gets around. Whether it's the National Rosalee Finals, the football games, covering O.U. practice, or a casual Big 6 game... that's where you'll find Tom. Start your day off right with his latest news from all fields of sports: Tom Wright, Doyle May, Jim Murray, Al Keilback and, Jim Roush. If it's Sports you want, It's The Journal you want

The Oklahoma Journal

Built Better to Ride Better.

LINCOLN
MERCURY
COUGARS
MARQUIS
GRAND TURK
CAPRIS
CONTINUOUS MARKETS
NOW LEASING ENTIRE LINE FOR '73
CALL US—OUR 1ST QUALITY FOR 1ST QUALITY TOWN OR COUNTRY.

Lincoln, Mercury, Continental, Mark II, Continental Mark II.}

MONEY

On the House...

AL ESCHBACH
(234) 2-5990

Home Loans
FAST, FRIENDLY SERVICE
PONCA CITY

GRANT, BOMBERS PICKED TO ROLL

POTOMAC CITY, W.Va. — If you think the Potomac Valley Conference is going to be a one-horse race this season, you're wrong. The conference is wide open, with several teams capable of taking the top spot. The highlight of the season will be the annual game between the two teams, as they battle for supremacy. The game will be held on October 15th, with both teams eagerly anticipating the match-up. In the meantime, fans can look forward to an exciting season of football.
Win By Any Margin Okay With Darnell

By AL O'SHEA at the score book...

Many people believe the game was the best they have ever seen. It was a great game. The offense and defense were both great. The offense was led by the great Steve Darnell. He had a great game. He scored two touchdowns and a field goal. He was the MVP of the game. The defense was led by the great Steve Darnell. He had a great game. He scored two touchdowns and a field goal. He was the MVP of the game.

Owners Improve Bowling Scene

Thanks to several people the owners were able to improve the bowling scene. The owners had a great game. They scored two touchdowns and a field goal. They were the MVP of the game.

Foreigners Favor Smaller Ball

Apparently the United States is the only country which has a smaller ball. A new study has shown that after five years of study the ball was reduced in size. The ball was found to be too large. The ball was reduced to a smaller size. The ball was found to be too large.

The ball was reduced to a smaller size. The ball was found to be too large.

It's a small world after all.
WE PASS THE SAVINGS ON TO YOU!

BACK TO SCHOOL
ROYAL PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
$29.95

WRIGHTS ELECTRONIC HAMILTON
Men's electronic calendar watch, luminous dial, assorted colors
$19.95

WRIST WATCH
"Tone," by Hamilton, ladies' or men's, red and silver prices vary
$19.88

SANUTO DIGITAL CLOCK
$11.97

SPECIAL IMPORTS
60% OFF & MORE

FILM SPECIAL
Fidelco Type A, B, or color
$2.10

THE HURRICANE MINI STYLING DRYER
Dedicated to raising your standard of living without the cost of it!
$8.99

WORLD MARKET CENTERS
405 NORTH MERIDIAN

CO

SALE ENDS MONDAY, OCTOBER 2nd

WOOLCO

COAST-TO-COAST BIRTHDAY
SALE-ABRATIONS OF WOOLCO's
10TH YEAR OF TREMENDOUS
VALUE-PACKED SAVINGS

10TH ANNIVERSARY & BIRTHDAY
SALE-ABRATIONS

SAVE 4.97
ladies' sueded pants coat
$20
After sale price 24.97

SAVE NOW!
men's pile-lined c.p.o.'s
$8
Special price
Our lowest price ever!
C. P. O. jacket of wool with knit hood with matching knit ski cap, boots, and automatic snowshoes.
At this incredible price. Camper's savings from 55.99.

QUALITY HOME FURNISHINGS
ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL!
spanish style sofa
and matching chair
177 77
After sale price 221.99
Get both for the price of one. Decorator styled leather look vinyl with tufted seats and backs and exclusive wood frames. Sofa is 82" long and chair is 50" wide.

SAVE NOW!
ladies' capless easy-care stretch wigs
9.99
Special price
Mordor/C fibers and lightweight base. Choose the medium 9" or modified 8".

spray-steam and dry iron
8.99
SAVE $2
After sale price 10.99
By Proctor. Designed for home use. Model # 15017. Great value

protex-alox 2-slice toaster
6.99
SAVE $4
After sale price 10.99
Select gastric color control, automatic shutoff feature. Model # 30631.

JUST SAY, "charge it!"

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK

THE JOPLIN GLOBE, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1972
BIRTHDAY SALE-ABRATION
OF WOOLCO'S 10TH YEAR OF TREMENDOUS VALUE-PACKED SAVINGS!

IF IT'S KNITS YOU WANT ... WOOLCO HAS THEM! KNIT SLACKS, SPORT COATS, DRESS OR SPORT SHIRTS

SAVE TO 9.94
men's polyester double knit sport coats

19.99
After sale price $29.63

newest styling
 polyester fiber; medium, tailored to fit; center vents; wide lapels, buttonless styling

wrinkled colors
Solids, jacquards, stripes in many, many colors. A fashion sense at a low price!

popular sizes
38 to 46 regular, short or long.

SAVE NOW!
men's polyester double knit washable slacks

6.97
Up to 13.95

super styling
Gently flared legs, wide belt loops and waist band, western pockets, easy-care comfort

maxcdned colors
Many solid colors, checks, stripes in dark brown, brown, tan. Sizes 32-42.

SAVE NOW!
men's knit dress shirts

5.96
Special price

Made by one of the leading shirt makers, these long sleeves, 100% polyester-easy-care, have long pointed collars and 2 front buttoned cuffs. Colors: Sizes 14-17.

YES! WE'VE SEEN YOU HERE!
JUST SAY, "Charge It!"

VALUE PACKED ACCESSORIES FOR EVERYONE

SAVE 10.99
alarm or digital watches

9.86
After sale price $12.99

A digital watch with no hands, tells time at a glance. And you'll never be late again with an alarm watch. All in white or yellow gold plate. A style to choose from. Hurry, some quantities limited.

SAVE 3.76
1,000 light disposable lighter

99c
Special price

A smart, lightweight plastic lighter that does a big job over and over again without fail. Easy to carry and use, yet costs less than $1.

SAVE 23.99
newest fashion pendant watches

5.86
After sale price $6.86

A marvelous accessory. An even more terrific piece complete with fashion charm in the styles and shapes of the latest. Gold color metal parts for gift giving, while they last!

SAVE 1.53
women's & teens' stretch boots

4.44
After sale price $5.67

Newest dress boot for the ladies. Fashion right, practical, sturdy; choice of black or brown. Sizes 5-10.

SAVE 86c
women's & teens' sport oxfords

3.11
After sale price $3.97

Exciting new line of black, white, brown or red in white shoes. Smart, simple, snappy, excellent value, suitable for the street or any casual occasion. Sizes 5-11.

SAVE 1.31
men's strap 'n buckle chukka boots

3.66
After sale price $4.37

The action boot for fall with soft leather laces, decorative moc-toe stitching and low wedge heel. Sizes 7-12.

SAVE 2.53
men's action dress boot

7.44
After sale price $9.97

The right look for today's action man. Full grain leather upper and built-in comfort make this a top pick. Black or brown, sizes 7-12.

SAVE NOW!
boys' 8-18 fashion knit shirts

2.96
Special price

A tremendous selection of all favorites, including polos, open necks, zip fronts, wallace barney styles, skinny ties and more. Long sleeve boys' fashion knit shirts in black, white, brown, blue, gray, red, blue-gray. Great price.

SAVE TO 3.19
boys' 8-20 double knit flannel slacks

5.99
After sale price $6.94 to $8.96

Just the thing for himmer savings! Choose from nylon, polyester or a cotton blend. Sizes 8-20. Available in black, brown, tan and blue. Sizes 8-20. All in black, brown, tan.

SAVE NOW!
men's polyester double knit washable slacks

6.97
Up to 13.95

super styling
Gently flared legs, wide belt loops and waist band, western pockets. Easy-care comfort

(Buttonless colors)
Colors resistant and completely machine washable. 2-way stretch for comfort.

忤sensible colors

JUST SAY, "Charge It!"
10th ANNIVERSARY & COAST-TO-COAST BIRTHDAY SALE-ABRATON

AM/FM radio & stereo 8-track set

SAVE 1.13 portable AM 1-band radio phonograph

2498

AM/FM radio & stereo 8-track set

SAVE 1.95 SAVE NOW!

This model has a 5-ounce
weight, with AM and FM
bands, and includes a
pair of headphones.

GREAT SAVING FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY!

SAVE - SAVE - SAVE!

stereo 8-track tapes or l.p. albums

YOUR CHOICE

2 for $3

Great sound! Great artists! And a
price so low you can treat yourself to
a slick of 40 l.p. albums.

RED GRILLE SPECIAL

SAVE 1.30!

children's walnut
pog table

547

After sale price $5.57

FREE FOLDED

ERICA'S CHILDREN'S

Great savings on all the bestfor the

pickwick cookie assortment

SAVE NOW!

88c

After sale price 55c

pickwick cookie assortment

A yummy one and half
ounce! Chocolate chips,
creamy filled chocolate,
crisp vanilla, more.

SAVE NOW!

FRIED CHICKEN platter
combination

A platter of golden-fried chicken,
vegetable medley, onion rings
and potato wedges.

$1.47

After sale price 97c
SAVE $50 early american sleep sofa

1777

SAVE 7.11 Samsonite 5 pc. bridge set
27.88

SAVE $1 EACH wool-look fibersglas + draperies

mobile TV stand 6.99 SAVE $3

designed for all home TV's in stands. fruit, maple, walnut. 30" x 16" x 19".

parson's table 3.97 SAVE NOW!

utility table 4.27

3-shelf-adjustable utility table 4.88 SAVE 2.69

30" x 30" table top. very strong, extreme durability. 30" x 30" x 60".

round or square stock tables 9.99 SAVE 2.98

screen printed blankets 4.44 SAVE NOW!

SAVE $1 luxurious 3-pc. bath mat set

SAVE 20c/ft. clear vinyl rug matting

BIRTHDAY SALE-ABRATION
OF WOOLCO'S 10th YEAR OF TREMENDOUS VALUE-PACKED SAVINGS

SAVE TO 3.50 wall and door mirror spectacular

SAVE NOW 100% polyester twoed 8½ x 11½ shag rug

SAVE 8½ x 11½ polyester. Choose from these decorator colors: green, blue, gold, marigold, lilac.

17.77 Special price

just say, "charge it!"

Woolco YOUR ONE STOP FOR VALUES!

COAST-TO-COAST BIRTHDAY SALE-ABRATION